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Air Force Days at Evans Head 

About ten years ago Jean Haughton-James and Sheila Manley
1
 compiled a book on the history of the 

Air Force establishment at Evans Head during the Second World War. This book has now been 

completely revised and the new edition will be launched at Evans Head during the long weekend in 
October. 

Few probably realise just how important the Air Force Base at Evans Head was in both the training of 

air force personnel and in the defence of the coastline in this area. If asked most people would say that 
pilots were trained at Evans Head. However, this is not correct. The Base had a Bombing and 

Gunnery School, and later an Air Observers/Navigators School. 

The ownership of the land at the Evans Head Base was complicated. It was originally State Crown 
Land which, with the advent of the aeroplane, was reserved for aviation purposes. It was leased by the 

Woodburn Shire Council who later transferred its interest to the Commonwealth. It became an 

Emergency Landing Ground and Messrs Chesterfield and Jenkins of Grafton were employed to 

prepare a strip for this purpose in 1936. 

We do not know what prompted the 

Commonwealth to resume the land “for defence 

purposes” in 1937. Perhaps it was the rumblings 
of war in Europe, or perhaps it was simply 

foresight! Whatever it was further work had to 

be undertaken as the land was subject to 
flooding. This work was carried out under the 

Defence Development Programme. Australia 

was still coming out of the Great Depression at 

this time and Unemployment Relief Money was 
used to fund the work. 

Australia had become a party to the Empire Air 

Training Scheme which was an agreement 
between the United Kingdom, Canada, Australia and New Zealand to train air crews. With the 

outbreak of war in 1939 this Scheme became vitally important and Australia’s training target was set 

at 10,000 a year for the Royal Air Force, as well as training personnel for the defence of Australia. 

After some deliberations it was decided to establish a Bombing and Gunnery School at Evans Head. 
This was to become the first (No.1 BAGS) of several eventually established throughout Australia. 

There were difficulties with the site. The strip was sandy loam which was supposed to be usable at all 

times, but which often became boggy. 

There was no electricity, and no water supply. Power was put through from Ballina, and a bore was 

sunk to supply water. The water supply would later give many an upset stomach! The water was 

pumped into high tanks on top of which was an observation post. This was partly for security 
purposes but also was used to watch for submarines patrolling the nearby coastline, especially after 

Japan entered the War. 

                                                        
1
 As We Knew It was published in 1994 and Wings at War in 1995.  
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Apparently there was another purpose for the post. Guards could observe the entire camp and at night 

any chink of light was met with a roar over the megaphone naming the culprit. It was a position of 
power, and relished by those who had to spend their nights in this lofty position! 

Local contractors were employed to improve the base, fill in uneven surfaces, build huts, and build a 

series of sealed runways. Dayal Singh of Lismore was one of the main contractors. However, many 

locals brought their tractors to help with this work, and receive a few extra dollars for their trouble. 

At its peak the camp could muster about 2000 personnel. WAAAFs were employed there too, as 

clerks, cleaners, cooks, nurses, and drivers. Most recruits came by train to Casino and had to be 

transported from there to Evans Head by bus. Living conditions were fairly basic with straw-filled 
mattresses on wooden floors, no cupboards for personal property, primitive showering and washing 

facilities, and fairly uninteresting though adequate food. 

Some of the officers were able to obtain accommodation in the town of Evans Head. However, the 
town itself was a sleepy little seaside resort in those days and conditions were not much better than at 

the camp. One amusing incident occurred when one of the Pommy officers was bathing in a tub set on 

wooden blocks. He was singing and enjoying himself when the blocks gave way. The bath tipped 

resulting in water, and contents, flying across the floor in one big mess! 

As the years went by and life settled down at the Base conditions improved and recreation activities 

became important. Rowing (under the guidance of the famous Snowy Burns) became a popular sport 

and surfing and cricket teams challenged the local teams throughout the District. 

Saturday nights were popular with buses going to Lismore for dances at the Federalette, and to Ballina 

for the Waterfront romps. These were also popular places for the local girls too and many a romance 

started at these dances. 
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